FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
2. early liberals: madame de stael and benjamin
constant
Liberal opinion on the Revolution is best seen in Madame
de Stael's Considerations sur la Revolution franfaise (1818)—the
antithesis in every way of Maistre's book of the same title.1
The main value of the book was, as it were, to standardize the
Liberal outlook on the Revolution, by taking the years 1789-
1791 as the real Revolution, the constitution of 1791 as the
true expression of its real aims and ideals, and rejecting Jacobin
terror, Directoire oligarchy and Napoleonic autocracy as
falsifications and betrayals of those ideals, particularly in the
denial of individual rights against the arbitrariness of la raison
d'etat. The fallacy of Jacobinism as the true expression of
individual freedom had already been exposed many times, but
Madame de Stael was the first to try and expose the still current
fallacy of Napoleon being the incarnation of the Revolution,
and therefore of liberty. " Nothing worse could happen to the
friends of liberty," she writes, " than for a despot to join their
ranks, to place himself at their head, and for all enemies of
every Liberal idea thus to have a pretext for confusing popular
violence with the evils of despotism, thus making liberty
accountable for tyranny itself." And again: " It is futile to
entrust the enemies of freedom with the working of free
institutions." It goes without saying that the exposure of
the fallacy was not final—the fallacy is current still, and not
in France only—but the Considerations had at least the
advantage of emphasizing for a time the incompatibility of
liberty with dictatorship, however " popular " in its origins*
We need not dwell on other aspects of the Considerations^
interesting in themselves, but which others were to develop
later with greater cogency. Anglomania is rife : " The England
1 Germaine Necker, Baronne de Stael (1766-1817), daughter of the great
Finance Minister of Louis XVI. The story of her somewhat stormy life need
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